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Abstract—The goal of most games is to entertain and elicit a response in the form of enjoyment from the player. Tools are used to
accomplish this; they come in the extrinsic and intrinsic variety. We have focused on intrinsic rewards, the foundation of gratifying
game-play experiences. In this study, we have explored the effects of these rewards on the player enjoyment by conducting three
experiments with varying degrees of rewards. Established theories, e.g., flow theory have been consulted to create a suitable testing
environment. The experiments used methods like “A/B” and “think aloud” in order to collect reliable data. Our findings suggest that a
carefully balanced reward system is required to achieve the highest amount of player enjoyment. It is, however, preferable to have a
seemingly excessive amount of rewards as the frustration is negligible in comparison to that which is caused by disappointment caused
by insufficient rewards.

Index Terms—Anticipation, Autotelic, Feedback, Flow, Intrinsic, Motivation, Progression

F

1 INTRODUCTION

WHILE intrinsic rewards and motivation are integral to
modern games, the value and frequency of extrinsic

rewards have skyrocketed recently; as of May 2018, the
CS:GO [1] cosmetic item “Dragon Lore: AWP” is worth
$1000. This focus shift is sometimes to the detriment of the
player, however, like the recent Star Wars: Battlefront 2 [2]
scandal [3].

The purpose of this study is to contribute to the estab-
lishment of a more conclusive and nuanced view of reward
systems; to counteract the excessive focus on extrinsic re-
wards and loot boxes in titles like the previously mentioned
example of Star Wars: Battlefront 2. We will supplement our
findings with articles and studies ranging from psychology
to game studies.

Using Fallout 4 [4] as a foundation we will develop a
controlled environment in which three versions with vary-
ing degrees of rewards will be tested. Experiments will be
conducted qualitatively, with the intention of evaluating
intrinsic game reward systems and their contribution to the
enjoyment of the player. Using established methods such
as “A/B” and “Think aloud” in addition to logging of
player movements we will collect, present and analyze a
multifaceted collection of the qualitative data [5]. Our goal
for this field study is to contribute by providing useful data
during the creation of a game reward system design basis.

It is crucial for game developers to consider many
factors when deciding upon what rewards they wish to
implement, such as varying degrees of production costs and
impact. While external rewards such as achievements are
cost-effective with considerable impact on player retention
and sales [6], creating a truly memorable and enjoyable
experience requires more than extrinsic rewards. It is in-
trinsic rewards such as quests, unlocking mechanisms and
player progression that are the building blocks that lay the
foundation for player enjoyment. Due to the role of intrinsic
rewards in lasting player enjoyment, we believe that it is
vital to address current industry trends; therefore we will
attempt to explore the following questions.

• What effect do different degrees of rewards have on
player enjoyment?

• As for an imbalanced amount of rewards, what is
preferable, too few or too many?

2 BACKGROUND

One of the earliest rewards for players was released in the
1970s, a scoring system [7]. Scores generally had no impact
on the game-play itself; they were mainly used as a tool
for comparison and competition between the player-base.
Scores exemplify what a reward system should be; fun,
captivating and rewarding.

Another important form of rewards is the experience
point system which provides a gradual improvement to a
players avatar. With this system a developer can set thresh-
olds for progression, using levels as unlocking mechanisms
to make experience points more impactful. In World of War-
craft [8] players are often required to advance to a certain
point to fully experience the game. Part of the effectiveness
of unlocking mechanisms stem from it taking advantage
of the players’ curiosity to entice them into seeking new
information,“information seeking is motivated by the aver-
siveness of not possessing the information more than it is
by the anticipation of pleasure from obtaining it” [9]. This
means that a player is more likely to stay interested in new
games for longer.

Furthermore, the experience point system serves a pur-
pose of acting as a constant reward mechanism, almost oper-
ating in the background and gradually allowing the player
to feel more powerful, regardless of competency. In addition
to this, we have the act of rewarding the player with items. It
provides a way of maintaining player interest during times
when the game state is between major events [10]. The act
of looting is a fundamental way of providing rewards in
games, resulting in a system where players expect loot after
an enemy is defeated, which will allow them to defeat the
next enemy more efficiently and so on. It is a fundamental
part of many games that rewards will lead to progress and
vice versa. This relationship has been widely used, however
in the RPG-genre, progression and its related rewards are a
core part of the game [11].
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Regarding progression, it is important to note that play-
ers will feel an increase in skill as they advance in the game,
whether or not content is increasing in difficulty [10]. The
perceived difficulty increase during games also makes the
content feel more significant to conquer. Progression is a
complicated process, however. Unlocking mechanisms can
keep the interest of the player high, while at the same time
hindering the player from feeling overwhelmed due to them
having the entire game available to them.

The different forms of reward systems discussed so far
are mostly based on long-term engagement and not so much
on instant gratification, which leads us to a reward system
often used in modern games; feedback messages. This form
of reward acts as a way of supplying positive reinforcement
whenever the player performs different tasks. They have no
direct impact on game-play and are mostly in place to keep
the player satisfied [10]. To shed some light on how this
system can behave in practice, we are going to look at World
of Warcraft. As displayed in figure 1, when receiving items
in WoW, the presentation of said item will vary depending
on rarity. A “Rare” item barely gives any feedback to the
player, while a “Legendary” item is presented in gold with
a dragon surrounding it. This rather simple system creates
a new source of rewards.

Fig. 1. Displaying a feedback message in WoW.

Furthermore, when a player completes various tasks,
some sort of the corresponding message will often be
present. This can help the player feel like they are on the
right path, as quest objectives will pop up on screen as soon
as they are completed. In general, players enjoy making
progress in games and having feedback messages display
that progress in an easily digestible manner [12].

“One of the most important features of intrinsically
motivating environments is the degree to which they can
continue to arouse and then satisfy our curiosity” [13], pro-
gression, unlocking mechanisms, feedback messages, and
more all work together to achieve this objective.

3 RELATED WORKS

3.1 Flow Theory
This theory aims to address optimal experiences associated
with activities, with it follows several characteristics [14].
However, since some characteristics are related to long play-
sessions and immersion, we will make use of the following
five aspects:

• Clear goals at every step
• Immediate feedback
• Balance between challenge and skill
• No worry of failure
• Autotelic quality

3.1.1 Clear goals at every step
Activities should be accompanied by clear goals; a person
should always know what they are working toward. With-
out this, one might get distracted and let focus shift away
from the activity [15]. It is important to note that while clear
steps are important to maintain flow, excessively clear steps
resulting in guiding may disrupt flow [15]. Nevertheless,
this is a vital but difficult concept to put into practice.

3.1.2 Immediate feedback
This method of providing feedback is closely related to
having clear goals, in that they are often accompanied by
some feedback. When a player completes a short-term goal,
it is essential to have some mechanism that responds to it.
Some examples of immediate feedback are progression mes-
sages and animations during the looting. With insufficient
feedback, the game can feel stale and risk having vague
objectives [10]. Long-term goals, however, should aim to be
intrinsically rewarding.

Furthermore, delayed feedback may result in a loss of
focus due to not seeing the connection between their actions
and consequences [16]. However, while players respond
positively to praise, it is important to balance it carefully so
it will not have a reversed effect [12]. In conclusion, players
generally respond positively to immediate feedback, and it
can help them feel like they are making progress.

3.1.3 Balance between challenge and skill
This is a core part of what makes well-designed games fun,
however, it also applies to everyday activities, as they need
a precise balance to not become tedious. When talking about
this regarding games and how challenge and skill correlate,
one insightful consideration is by Koster [17], who said that
the game must let the player balance on the margin of the
players’ mental ability, to have fun. In turn, if a challenge
is too challenging the player might turn down the task or
reduce the difficulty. However, there is room for a game
to be challenging while at the same time encouraging the
player to improve. At the same time, a player who feels
their skill level is above the challenges might become bored.
Since this balance is somewhat hard to achieve, games
often use reward systems as a safety net, with the hopes
of maintaining flow during each play session [10].
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3.1.4 No worry of failure
Here the crucial part is the player should never feel worried,
this is since failure is a manageable component of any
activity, while worry is considered unnecessary. Mitigating
worry will remove this obstruction resulting in a more
adaptable player. This concept mostly sees play in games
with high risk-components however.

3.1.5 Autotelic quality
This is an integral part of flow, in that it measures how fun
activities are in a self-contained nature, meaning the only
reason for doing an activity is the activity itself. Achieving
this requires most of the characteristics as mentioned earlier
to be fulfilled since autotelic quality is based on game
players genuinely enjoy playing. A reward system should
be designed with all these things in mind since too much
deviation from the aforementioned characteristics will break
flow [14].

3.2 Intrinsic Rewards
To fully understand why certain things are rewarding, one
must take intrinsic rewards into account. Like activities of
autotelic quality, intrinsically motivated behaviors are ones
for which there is no apparent reward except the activity
itself [18]. Intrinsic rewards translate game-play into player
enjoyment. Of course, player enjoyment is subjective and is,
therefore, something that can be difficult to measure [19].
One player might enjoy immediate feedback, while another
player enjoys challenging games. The critical fact is that
while the reasons for enjoyment varies, intrinsic rewards are
only based on how each person respond to an activity on a
personal scale. A good way of looking at intrinsic rewards
is as a way of creating a positive outcome and satisfaction
from any successful task. In other words, someone who
enjoys reading books will read more books just for the sake
of reading more.

Designers can tweak aspects of games to help players
achieve this feeling, for instance delaying rewards. Build-
ing anticipation is, in fact, a standard way of magnifying
rewards [10]. In figure 2, we see an example of this. Here,
a player opens a pack and sees that one card will be of
“Legendary” rarity. After the card has been clicked, it slowly
rotates around to build anticipation, eventually revealing
the card and showcasing it with additional feedback to
demonstrate its significance.

Fig. 2. Displaying the act of discovering a legendary hearthstone card.

In contrast, to figure 2 a designer may choose to obscure
information, allowing the element of surprise and breaking
of expectations [20] to affect the impact of the reward. In the
end, these methods achieve largely the same result, and like
most things, understanding the context will allow a designer
to make the right call.

Lastly, while intrinsic rewards are important in games,
they can be temporarily corrupted if wrapped in a mis-
managed reward system [21]. One such example being
disruption of flow and how it can affect the player. If there
is a poorly balanced boss fight, the player might lose focus
and the intrinsic motivation decreases. In contrast to this,
players can be so heavily guided through a task that they
feel carried. A good rule of thumb here is, the risk should
match the reward. If the player is told what to do, there is
little risk involved, and in turn, the reward loses meaning.
Closely related to this is motivation, which will be further
discussed below.

3.3 Motivation
Motivation is generally defined as the internal reasoning
behind human behavior. Without an underlying motivation,
a person will seldom improve or seek new knowledge.
There are two major forms of motivation: Intrinsic and
Extrinsic, where intrinsic motivation can be explained as
being involved in an activity for the sheer pleasure that
such involvement elicits, and Extrinsic motivation being an
activity that is tied to the presence or absence of external
rewards [22]. Extrinsic motivation is outside the scope of
this paper; we will focus on intrinsic motivation due to its
relation to intrinsic rewards.

Intrinsic motivation can be divided into self-determined
actions, and self-efficacy [23]. With self-determined actions
we can identify some interesting facts, the first one being
that an individual who believes their actions to be self-
determined will see an increase in intrinsic motivation based
on confidence [23]. Meaning if an individual is feeling
confident but the action does not stem from them-self, they
will not receive additional intrinsic motivation. As a result
of this, designers attempt to make players feel like they
are making their own decisions. Likewise, if a person is
experiencing high intrinsic motivation, the feeling of compe-
tence will be accompanied by autonomy [23]. The key point
here is that a player will in most cases enjoy a game if it
brings a feeling of self-control, which in turn will generate
motivation.

Intrinsic motivation can be (mistakenly) decreased, with
the most significant way being via mismanaged experi-
ments [18]. For example, a test subject who receives negative
feedback while doing an intrinsically motivated activity will
see a decrease in intrinsic motivation [18]. Along the same
lines, if a test subject receives too much positive feedback, he
might become dependant on it and in turn lose his intrinsic
motivation [18].
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Another aspect of intrinsic motivation is self-efficacy,
meaning a person’s belief in one’s capabilities to orga-
nize and execute the courses of action required to manage
prospective situations [24]. These beliefs influence various
aspects of people’s lives, including motivation. In the gen-
eration of self-efficacy so-called mastery experiences is of
most relevance to this paper. This means that a sense of
efficacy is established when an activity is perceived to be
mastered [24], e.g., defeating bosses and mastering core
mechanics.

Moreover, a person who loosely attained efficacy
through easy successes will be easily discouraged by failure.
However, if a person’s efficacy is firmly established before
failure, that efficacy will not be undermined as easily [24].
With that said, we can draw a parallel to game design.
Games are generally designed with a gentle learning curve,
which aims to allow the player to learn and improve grad-
ually. Later when the game is increasing in difficulty, the
player will feel more confident in their actions. Failure will
not influence the player as much due to the established
efficacy; the context of the game will lead the player to
believe they are competent.

4 METHOD

4.1 Research Approach
During our design of the testing environment, we made
use of what we deemed most useful from Flow Theory,
Intrinsic Rewards, and Motivation. The player is presented
with a clear objective in the form of quests with well-placed
windows providing the player with a view of future areas.
This rather simple design allows the player to feel that
they are on the right track. Immediate feedback has been
implemented through visual and auditory feedback and
from progression, in addition, version Cs’ Synth- and Ghoul
killer quests examine feedback messages. An example of
how we use immediate feedback can be seen in Appendix B
fig. 14 and fig. 15.

In our testing environment, we have implemented vari-
ous degrees of intrinsic rewards. All virtual items are placed
in such a way that they will generate some form of intrinsic
value; the player finds loot after a successful task, but also
in unexpected places which rewards curiosity. For instance,
when the test subject defeats the second boss. A large vault
door starts to open slowly, revealing a power armor behind
it. This can be seen in Appendix B fig. 12. Additionally, all
quests are designed to give feedback whenever a sub-goal
has been completed, letting the player know that they are
on the right track.

To determine the effect of intrinsic game rewards on
player enjoyment, we will be conducting a series of experi-
ments. To avoid misinterpretations of data and gain a more
nuanced understanding of the subject we have formulated
three separate linear game-play experiences.

As a baseline, we attempted to emulate the game-play
experience of Fallout 4. This decision was made due to
Bethesdas long history of financially successful RPGs [25]
and their extensive use of rewards. In addition to this, we
have consulted several previously mentioned papers; this
will allow us to create a stable foundation for our testing
environment.

Usually, the player would have the ability to determine
over several hours what difficulty level personally suits
them, during 10 minutes of game-play per session, how-
ever, this becomes an issue. To avoid potential interruptions
during the testing, we have decided to keep the default
difficulty settings and regulated the game-play using as
previously stated rewards as a safety net.

The experiments will be divided into the following three
sections with substantial differences. Naturally, these differ-
ences will be centered around rewarding the player for their
actions.

• Few rewards.
• Emulated version.
• “Excessive”rewards.

4.1.1 Version A
4.1.1.1 Description

In version A the player will start the game with power-
ful equipment consisting of several weapons, armor, and
consumables. The player will be given no clear objective or
incentive to continue playing as there will be no quests of
any kind present. All enemies and areas will be available to
the player; however, there will be no rewards linked to any
of these.

4.1.1.2 Our Intention

Version A was designed to expose the player to a game-play
experience wholly centered around the autotelic challenge
and enjoyment presented by the core mechanics. This deci-
sion was made to test intrinsically motivated behaviors with
a limited amount of external factors [22].

4.1.2 Version B
4.1.2.1 Description

In version B we have attempted to emulate a game-play
experience similar to Fallout 4. Here the player will start
the game with bare-bones equipment and a low amount of
consumables. Two quests are present, a primary three-stage
objective with, defeating the final boss. Another optional ob-
jective is also present, collecting three predetermined items.
Throughout the entirety of the game, the player will receive
increasingly powerful equipment. Quests, exploration and
defeating bosses will all be sources of these rewards.

4.1.2.2 Our Intention

Like previously stated version B was created to be a con-
densed simulation of the actual game-play already present
in Fallout 4 with the intention of determining the players’
opinion of the game, in relation to our additions.
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4.1.3 Version C
4.1.3.1 Description

Version C is built upon the design practices already present
in version B. Two quests very similar quests have been
added, Synth- and Ghoul killer. These quests involve the
defeating of a specific type and amount of enemies. The
player will be rewarded with additional weapons and three
times the amount of consumables. Upon completion of the
optional objectives, the player will receive unique, in-game
consumables, items giving powerful but temporary status
effects.

4.1.3.2 Our Intention

Version C was designed to explore the limits of rewards
that can reasonably be given to a player. In version A and
C we have decided on opposite extremes on the number of
rewards due to the relatively short game-play duration of
15 minutes per level. This decision was made as a result of
the normally several hours of game-play which would give
the player more time to notice and reflect on differences. We
have decided to create more readily apparent changes that
are impossible to go unnoticed due to their integral part in
the completion of the test.

4.2 Testing Environment
We chose what we determined to be a time-effective and
flexible testing environment, “Fallout 4”. Using a financially
successful and polished game allows us to avoid many of
the problems of designing and creating a game ourselves.
We used the in-game “Settlement” function to design and
build a suitable testing location with predetermined rewards
and challenges. The level was designed to be linear to
limit the potential testing duration but with some additional
exploration for testing purposes. The level consists of four
sections.

The testing environment was developed using theories
presented in the background and related works. The final
product was developed through five distinct iterations.
Three mock-experiments were held before the final testing
to ensure quality and consistency within the testing environ-
ment. Several factors were tweaked and changed to limit
external factors. A small summary of the changes of each
iteration will be given below.

• Initially, the testing environment consisted of an al-
ready existing area within the game with manually
added and removed items; this solution was abandoned
due to inflexibility.

• With the purchase of DLC, we gained access to an
improved building of in-game settlements. A large and
elaborate testing environment was built.

• The first mock test indicated that the testing envi-
ronment had too many optional areas. The size and
complexity of the testing environment was reduced.

• The second mock test indicated that the testing envi-
ronment now was too linear, three optional areas were
added.

• The final iteration and mock test consisted of balancing
of challenges and item rewards.

To explain the different areas in a more readily under-
standable manner, we have provided pictures with symbols
and a small cheat sheet. These images will also be used later
during our analysis of the data; the images are in appendix
A.

We have also made some modifications to the game with
the publicly available “Creation Kit”. We used the Creation
Kit to create all the quests and bosses that are present in the
game. We have also used it and in-game console commands
to modify the rewards. In Creation Kit, the different quests
all have stages which get completed if the player completes
certain tasks. For instance, we start the Synth side quest
when the player defeats the second boss. This can be seen in
Appendix B fig. 8, where MKQ02 is the Synth quest and its
objective should always start with 10, which is the starting
point.

Furthermore, all objects and enemies are linked as an
”Alias” inside Creation Kit, to easily manage stages. In
Appendix B fig. 9 and fig. 10, we display how some Aliases
look. In both cases, we have placed some entity in the game
world, which we later link to a quest Alias. This allows us
to apply scripts on each Alias to check what the player is
doing. For example, in the collection quest (CQ1), we have
a script on the different ”questObj” that simply checks if
the object no longer is inside its container. Since we spawn
these objects inside the container, we know that if the object
no longer is there, the player must have picked it up and
we can check it off in the quest log. Along the same lines,
in the ghoul quest (MKQ01) we have eight ghouls, all being
spawned with a script that sets a counter if it dies. This
allows us to have feedback messages, and also check for
quest completion. How this looks in-game can be seen in
Appendix B.

4.3 Experiments
Before testing the players will be asked the following “A/B”
inspired questions [26]. Here they will be presented with
several statements; they will be asked to indicate with a
number between 1 and ten how much they agree.

• I feel more competent in Fallout 4 in comparison to
other FPS

• I feel more competent in Fallout 4 in comparison to
other RPG

• I feel more competent in FPS in comparison to RPG
• I prefer Fallout 4 over other FPS
• I prefer Fallout 4 over other RPG
• I prefer FPS over RPG
After answering those questions, they will be presented

with the following information.
• You will be testing three separate versions of the same

area in Fallout 4 with different degrees of objectives and
rewards.

• The main objective of each version is to defeat the final
boss.

• You are encouraged to play similarly to how you nor-
mally play games, meaning that if you wish to stop at
any point, you are free to do so.

• We will be using the “Think aloud” testing method,
which requires you to describe your thought patterns
and decision making continuously.
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Experiments will be conducted with a single test subject
at a time. With an estimated running time of 10 minutes,
the test subjects will be experiencing three different versions
of the game. The actual duration of these tests will vary
significantly based on the amount of exploration and the
experience of the tester. The order of testing will vary due to
the differing levels of rewards, altering the order will allow
us to account for the players’ expectations [27].

As previously mentioned, motivation can be corrupted,
and the findings from Deci [18] were used as a baseline phi-
losophy for our play-testing, where we very rarely comment
on what the player is doing. If we notice a player is enjoying
some activity, it is essential not to disturb that behavior since
it most likely is intrinsically motivated. This silence however
sometimes has to be broken to help the test subject fulfilling
the parameters of the “think aloud” method.

The test subject will have their in-game movements
continuously logged and observed to allow for further anal-
ysis post-testing. Logging of player movements will allow
conclusions to be drawn based on the players actions in
contrast to their perception of said actions, which will be
expressed by their interview and form responses. We will
also be observing their non-verbal communication in the
form of their body language and tone of voice. During the
session, using “think aloud” will give us additional ques to
base our conclusion on [26] [28].

Specific actions are kept track of to examine what impact
they have on the intrinsic motivation of the player. Examples
of these are boss kills and reactions to loot that is designed
with multiple factors like anticipation in mind. During the
experiments, we attempt to be non-intrusive to not tamper
with the testers intrinsic motivation [18].

At the conclusion of each test, we will conduct an inter-
view; the test subject will be answering questions related to
their actions during that session. Each question will explore
their decision making and the underlying motivations for
these in addition to their effect on the enjoyment of the
player. Here we will also explore the test subjects opinion of
the reward system in general and any unique occurrences
of their specific test case.

After the test subject has completed all of the versions,
we will present them with a form. This form will summarize
their experiences during the tests and encourage the test
subject into making clear and concise comparisons. Here we
will be following the A/B methodology [26], by presenting
the test subject with pairs of comparisons.

We will be using a simple C-Sharp program that we have
written to process the logged information into a more usable
format. This data will represent the players’ position and a
time-stamp. With this, we can visualize player movement
using a simple blueprint for our level allowing us to com-
pound movements of multiple people to examine trends and
potential deviations. This data in addition to the previously
mentioned data will give us a multifaceted representation
of their experience.

5 RESULT

We conducted experiments with ten test subjects. They were
randomly divided into two groups of five players each. The
first group tested the versions A through C; the second
group tested the opposite order. We will call the groups
“Group A” and “Group C” referring to their initial version.
Each test subject will be referred to by their order during the
testing, that is 1 through 10.

The data below is divided into these groups. We will
start off by presenting a series of data tables showcasing
their answers to a series of A/B questions before and
after testing, in addition to a data table consisting of their
play times during the experiment. Each group will have 4
data tables consisting of A/B questions, here the subject is
presented with a statement and is asked to indicate with
a number between 1 and ten how much they agree. 1 is
complete disagreement and 10 is complete agreement. To
create smaller and more accessible data tables we have
used greater than (>) to indicate what versions they are
comparing. For example Amount of rewards and A was
presented to the test subject as I think A had a more suitable
amount of rewards in comparison to B.

We have also collected a great deal of subjective and
observational data which we have attempted to present in
an objective manner [5]. During the analysis of these we
have used our previously gathered logs of player move-
ment, these were less useful than anticipated however and
will not be presented in the results due to their inability to
convey any information to anyone excluding the researchers
and designers of the program.

5.1 Group A
Group A consisted of subjects 1, 2, 5, 6 and 9.

TABLE 1
Perceived Competency

Subjects 1 2 5 6 9 Average
Fallout 4>FPS 1.0 1.0 2.0 5.0 5.0 2.8
Fallout 4>RPG 5.0 1.0 3.0 8.0 8.0 5.0
FPS>RPG 8.0 10.0 10.0 5.0 9.0 8.4

TABLE 2
Personal Preferences

Subjects 1 2 5 6 9 Average
Fallout 4>FPS 1.0 1.0 2.0 5.0 7.0 3.2
Fallout 4>RPG 3.0 1.0 4.0 7.0 8.0 4.6
FPS>RPG 8.0 10.0 10.0 5.0 8.0 8.2

TABLE 3
Amount of Enjoyment

Subjects 1 2 5 6 9 Average
A>B 1.0 4.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.8
A>C 1.0 3.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.6
B>C 10 5.0 8.0 8.0 4.0 7.0
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TABLE 4
Amount of Rewards

Subjects 1 2 5 6 9 Average
A>B 1.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.4
A>C 1.0 3.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.6
B>C 10 3.0 7.0 8.0 5.0 6.6

TABLE 5
Time Played in Minutes

Subjects 1 2 5 6 9 Average
A>B 10.0 14.0 5.0 10.0 9.0 7.8
A>C 16.0 12.0 12.0 18.0 13.0 14.2
B>C 12.5 17.5 5.0 8.0 10.0 10.6
Total 28.5 43.5 22.0 36.0 32.0 32.4

The subject 1
A - Subject was asked how it felt to play without any
objective or loot, subject answered that it was not enough.
The subject also noted feeling overpowered.
B - The subject was asked if the bosses felt rewarding,
subject answered that they did. The subject did not enjoy
the collection side quest. They preferred loot received after
bosses over exploration.
C - The subject initially believed the reward structure of
version C would be the most suited for an actual game.
Subject perceived this version to be of a higher difficulty
while also noting that they felt powerful, in reality, there are
no differences in difficulty, however. They did not notice
any difference between the feedback messages of the ghoul
quest in comparison to the synth quest.

The subject 2
A - Subject enjoyed defeating bosses, was also disappointed
that there was no loot. Subject showed signs of frustration,
had a difficult time following “think aloud” and gave short
answers to direct questions.
B - The subject did an increased amount of exploration, loot
and collection quests had little impact, however. They did
not finish the side quest due to frustration. When asked the
test subject said they enjoyed being rewarded for defeating
bosses, this was not noticeable through body language and
“think aloud” however.
C - The subject felt quest progress for bosses helped with
motivation, although it did not affect the decision to defeat
them. The test subject enjoyed the number of rewards in
this version, but they were hesitant on its application for
a full-scale game. The subject was unable to finish the
synth quest but asked for advice, eventually completed all
objectives aside from the collection quest.

The subject 5
A - Subject showed signs of being frustrated and short on
time.
B - The subject preferred defeating bosses that were
connected to a quest, also enjoyed being rewarded after
said boss fights. Exploration rewards how little to no impact
on the subject however.
C - The subject enjoyed the additional rewards but did not
pursue any of the side objectives.

The subject 6
A - Subject defeated bosses and progressed steadily but
made it clear through “think aloud” that they felt lost.
Grew increasingly frustrated throughout the testing, noted
that not receiving rewards for unlocking new areas was
irritating. Enjoyed defeating bosses but made it clear that
the overall experience felt terribly unrewarding.
B - Enjoyed the progression aspect of this version a lot.
Quest objectives also helped with their previous feeling of
being lost. After completing all objectives, the subject made
it clear through “think aloud” that completing everything
was of great importance.
C - The subject got slightly frustrated by the number of
rewards, noting that they would like to find a vendor.
The subject completed everything but showed little sign
of enjoyment, noted that having a counter for ghouls was
superior to synths due to knowing how many I have to
kill. When asked the subject said that they felt the loot
was excessive for a full-scale game but occasionally very
enjoyable.

The subject 9
A - Subject did not see an issue with not looting, due to
having items from the start, when asked, they answered that
they did not feel like bosses were unrewarding. The subject
enjoyed unlocking doors and expected loot inside the Synth
room. Thought it was a suitable challenge.
B - The subject enjoyed looting weapons and switching
between them, and also thought the bosses had a bit more
meaning when attached to quests. When asked how the
collection quest felt, subject answered that while tedious,
it felt good seeing a progression of the quest. The subject
felt rewarded for exploring and finding loot.
C - The subject did not feel the amount of loot was excessive
and said it felt good looting a lot. When asked if the subject
defeated the Synths due to the quest, subject answered that
they did not notice that quest. The subject liked that the
ghoul quest started automatically and enjoyed the ghoul
feedback messages. Lastly, the subject did not think version
C had too many guns and made a comparison to original
Fallout 4, where several weapons without ever changing.

5.2 Group C
Group C consisted of subjects 3, 4, 7, 7 and 10.

This group, unfortunately, had some data loss (hence the
N/A). The data loss arose from technical difficulties as the
position logging did not execute correctly. Other than that,
one test subject did not play every version and as a result,
could not rate the amount of enjoyment and rewards. This
does, however, not lessen the value of our data since it was
such a small occurrence.

TABLE 6
Perceived Competency

Subjects 3 4 7 8 10 Average
Fallout 4>FPS 5.0 1.0 3.0 7.0 3.0 3.8
Fallout 4>RPG 3.0 1.0 1.0 3.0 3.0 2.2
FPS>RPG 1.0 10.0 4.0 8.0 4.0 5.4
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TABLE 7
Personal Preferences

Subjects 3 4 7 8 10 Average
Fallout 4>FPS 7.0 1.0 1.0 5.0 7.0 4.2
Fallout 4>RPG 4.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 2.6
FPS>RPG 1.0 10.0 5.0 3.0 1.0 4.0

TABLE 8
Amount of Enjoyment

Subjects 3 4 7 8 10 Average
A>B 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
A>C 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.2
B>C 8.0 N/A 1.0 9.0 10.0 approx 7.0

TABLE 9
Amount of Rewards

Subjects 3 4 7 8 10 Average
A>B 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
A>C 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
B>C 7.0 N/A 5.0 7.0 10.0 approx 7.25

TABLE 10
Time Played in Minutes

Subjects 3 4 7 8 10 Average
A>B 25.0 8.0 19.0 14.0 20.0 17.2
A>C 11.0 4.0 N/A 8.0 11.0 approx 8.5
B>C 4.0 2.0 7.0 6.0 8.0 5.4
Total 40.0 14.0 N/A 28.0 39.0 approx 31

The subject 3
C - Subject was focused and seemed motivated to finish
everything. They did enjoy the Gatling Laser and the power
armor, however, said they felt a bit too strong. When asked
why the subject enjoyed them, subject answered that the
presentation and reveal of the items was a big factor. The
subject also felt unlocking areas was rewarding. Overall,
the subject did not care much about the actual rewards, and
said that merely doing the quests themselves is rewarding.
B - Expressed through “think aloud” that this version had a
more suitable amount of rewards, the subject missed some,
however. The subject enjoyed having fewer resources hence
being less powerful which in turn made especially boss
rewards more meaningful, like the power armor.
A - After extensive testing during the previous version and
quickly realizing that this version had removed loot the
subject chose to attempt to end the test as soon as possible.

The subject 4
C - Noticeably frustrated and bored of exploration and
looting. The subject expressed through “think aloud” their
enjoyment of receiving the rewards after the second boss,
they showed no real interest in the actual items, however.
When asked they said that they just wanted more effective
items for defeating the bosses and did not care for anything
else.
B - The subject focused entirely on defeating the final boss
resulting in minimal exploration. The subject chose to not
voice their opinion on the differences between version C
and B.

A -Initially enjoyed being more powerful but eventually
grew frustrated by having no rewards. The subject decided
to conclude the test after defeating the first boss.

The subject 7
C - Subject felt the first boss was too easy and in turn not
rewarding. When asked if the subject enjoyed unlocking
doors, subject answered that it felt rewarding and was a
fun mechanic. The subject thought it felt good to defeat
all ghouls, however, did not notice the feedback messages.
When asked how the number of rewards felt, the subject
answered that it was a bit much, although without being
too strong.
B - The subject said it felt rewarding using the pistol
to defeat enemies. While playing, the subject expressed
through “think aloud” that they forgot the first boss,
although did not have the motivation to go back and defeat
it. The subject did not notice that the version was without
some of the previous side quests. Overall, did not think
there was a big difference between version C and B.
A - The subject played through the version relatively fast.
They did not believe it felt rewarding to have everything
from the beginning. The subject was okay with not having
quests, although said defeating bosses felt less rewarding.

The subject 8
C - Subject expressed that they enjoyed being rewarded
for exploration but made it clear that receiving equipment
of inferior quality was frustrating. Through “think aloud”
the subject made it clear that the quality of the reward was
important and showed clear signs of disappointment and
excitement when receiving items of the different quality.
Preferred the synth over the ghoul quest due to the progress
updates, the subject also enjoyed the shorter length of these
quests.
B - The subject skipped several parts during the exploration
of the level during the testing of this version. They noted
that this version felt more fluid but also made it clear
through “think aloud” that they had forgotten about some
sections of the level that no longer had quest objectives tied
to them.
A - Generally a negative experience during this test, they
grew tired of continuing without any real objective and
attempted to finish the test as soon as possible.

The subject 10
C - Subject defeated the first boss and expressed through
“think aloud” that a quest objective got completed, though
it felt rewarding and satisfying. Although the subject
completed all side objectives, the subject said they would
have done it without a quest. Overall, they felt there was a
bit too much loot.
B - The subject cleared the whole level again, and did
not use power armor for the extra challenge. The subject
also used Psycho to defeat the last boss and said this felt
rewarding. Additionally, they thought the last boss was
easier in this version. Overall, the subject thought this
version had the perfect amount of rewards.
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A - The subject thought not being rewarded for
exploration was frustrating. The subject felt it was boring to
defeat bosses without quests, although they still wanted to.
Overall, they felt this version was a bit pointless.

6 DISCUSSION

As previously stated the test subjects were divided into two
groups with opposing orders in which they tested the game
versions. It is clear that this decision had a big impact on
many factors of the testing. When comparing the averages,
however, it is clear that the order and therefore the players
underlying expectations had little impact on the players’
enjoyment and opinion of Version B.

TABLE 11
Average Time Played in Minutes

Groups Group A Group C
Version A 7.8 5.4
Version B 14.2 approx 8.5
Version C 10.6 17.2
Total 32.4 approx 31

TABLE 12
Average Enjoyment versus Rewards

Groups Group A Group C
Version A>Version B 1.8 vs 1.4 1.0 vs 1.0
Version A>Version C 1.6 vs 1.6 1.2 vs 1.0
Version B>Version C 7.0 vs 6.6 approx 7.0 vs approx 7.3

The most notable change was the distribution of time
spent between the different versions. Overall the subjects
in group C spent a significant portion of the time playing
version C and a comparatively low amount playing the
other versions. It is likely that this was due to our design
choices, there is some overlap between the content of each
version which means that the players will be presented with
less content over time as a tester in group C compared to an
increasing amount of content over time in group A.

This factor of increasing and decreasing amounts of
content did not have an impact on their opinions of their
enjoyments, both having an average of 7 with a deviant test
subject in group C choosing not to voice their opinion. If we
were to substitute that test subjects answers with an average
rating, the result would be only a minor difference of 6.7
compared to 7.0.

The most notable difference between the two groups was
their opinion of version A. While both groups disliked this
version in comparison to the others, group A gave almost
twice the average rating for both rewards and enjoyment.
This is likely due to the previously mentioned in- and
decrease of rewards.

Another major factor that affects the average ratings
given by the groups is the type of test subjects involved.
Questions were asked before testing to determine each
testers perception of their competency and personal pref-
erences.

TABLE 13
Average Perceived Competency

Groups Group A Group C
Fallout 4>FPS 2.8 3.8
Fallout 4>RPG 5.0 2.2
FPS>RPG 8.4 5.4

TABLE 14
Average Personal Preference

Groups Group A Group C
Fallout 4>FPS 3.2 4.2
Fallout 4>RPG 4.6 2.6
FPS>RPG 8.2 4.0

It is clear that group A consisted of mainly FPS players. It
is likely that this resulted in them having a more favorable
opinion on Version A in relation to Version B. Version A
was disliked, but it is important to note that we are not
professional game designers. A more refined game design
might allow a game with the same amount of rewards to be
successful.

The players generally enjoyed and thought version B
had the most suitable amount of rewards. To answer our
first RQ we have to examine the averages; it is clear that a
balanced amount of rewards had a considerable impact on
player enjoyment. It is interesting to note however that their
respective average values were different for both groups.
Both groups had the same amount of enjoyment, but their
opinion of the number of rewards was different. In general
group C enjoyed version B more in comparison to C. It
is likely that this was due to their prior RPG experience
resulting in pre-existing expectations. Below we will analyze
rewards and objectives in depth.

Bosses - Test subjects generally expressed feeling more
rewarded when receiving loot after bosses, compared to
loot without context. A reason for this may be that players
expect certain types of rewards, this was seen when the
same player defeated bosses in version A without receiving
loot, which caused their intrinsic motivation to decrease. For
more insight on intrinsic motivation, see [18].

The results also showed that most subjects felt rewarded
seeing quest progress after bosses. We believe part of the
reason for this is the added context which gives additional
motivation to keep playing. Another factor may be the
impact of feedback messages which show up directly after
a boss fight. This is in accordance with our previous assess-
ment about feedback messages. However, not all subjects
noticed quest progress and its related feedback; we feel that
this may be partly due to our game design.

Side Quests - Few test subjects noticed the Synth side
quest, and we believe this is because it starts right after they
defeat the second boss. We noticed that test subjects were
mostly focused on opening the vault door, and subsequently
losing focus on quests. However, this raises some questions
about when to present rewards, as it seems the sheer amount
of rewards in that boss room exceeded what players were
familiar with. A consideration here is that rewards may lose
focus if presented at the same time.
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A higher amount of test subjects noticed the ghoul
side quest, and they generally enjoyed it. We believe this
is because this quest starts as when engaging in combat
with ghouls. This quest also had feedback messages, not
everyone noticed them but those who did thought they had
a positive impact on the experience.

Item Rewards - The test subjects had varying opinions
on loot and how rewarding they felt. Some felt version C
had too many rewards, while some said it could fit into
an actual games reward structure. It is important to note
that those who felt C had too many rewards eventually
also stopped feeling rewarded. However, some test subjects
barely noticed any rewards; it is interesting to note that
many of these players preferred online FPS, a genre of
games with a much higher degree of extrinsic rewards.
While correlation does not equal causation, it is likely that
these players prefer or have a higher opinion of extrinsic
rewards in comparison to intrinsic rewards.

Intrinsically motivated behaviours - Almost all test subjects
showed some intrinsic motivation, although for different
reasons. A few subjects enjoyed exploring and unlocking
doors and claimed they felt rewarded for doing so. This
further suggests that intrinsically motivated behaviors can
arise from activities that spark curiosity [13]. Furthermore,
some test subjects showed intrinsic motivation in defeating
enemies. This is mostly in line with what we expected, as
the different versions are designed to be challenging enough
to encourage motivation. One way of accomplishing this is
by allowing the player to adapt to the pace of the game. In
doing so, the player can adjust their level of challenge which
results in an increased intrinsic motivation [13].

Another interesting result of our game design in version
A was frequent substitutions of intrinsic rewards. Several
testers set their own goals such as trying to complete the
level as soon as possible or trying to discover and abuse
small glitches. This suggests that a player is capable of
producing individual their motivation when presented with
the bare minimum of this. The players that were unable to
do this, like subject four, chose to quit instead.

Three test subjects perceived a noteworthy change of
difficulty between the different versions, while there exists
some inherent randomness in NPC AI it is unlikely that this
would be the deciding factor. Each test subject thought that
version C was the most difficult, in reality, version B and C
had the same difficulty level with the only difference being
additional rewards in version C. Logically this would mean
that C would be far easier. We believe that this inaccurate
perception is a result of inflated player efficacy due to
the players’ expectation of balancing between rewards and
challenge.

Some test subjects, most notably subject 4 indicated
through “think aloud”, and interview answers that they
disliked version A due to not having rewards while also
showing little to no interest in the rewards present in the
other versions. We believe that the reason for this is player
expectations, they expect to be presented with items, and
regardless of their interest in said loot they are disappointed
when their expectations break.

7 CONCLUSION

In conclusion, through our findings, the importance of pre-
senting the player with a continuous stream of objectives
and rewards is visible. For every action, the player needs
some underlying intrinsic motivation, if no clear trigger
for this motivation is present the player will either quit or
substitute it with something of their creation.

Enjoyment and the effect of rewards vary significantly
between separate people. To answer our second RQ; having
a careful balance between rewards and challenge gives the
best results, however, if one were to create an imbalanced
reward system it is better to err on the side of having
more than fewer rewards. The negative impact of having
an extreme amount of rewards is nowhere near as impactful
as the negative impact of having too few.

8 FUTURE RESEARCH

The ideas and methods presented by this study can be built
upon and expanded to create a more definitive answer to
what the optimal amount of intrinsic rewards is. Simple
expansions could involve additional test subjects. More
test subjects would result in more possible combinations
of which order the subjects would be testing the versions;
this would give more reliable data since players eventually
learn the layout of the testing environment affecting their
opinions of the version.

Further refinement of the methods used during the ex-
periments would also ensure a higher degree of validity
to the collected data; this could include improvements to
the testing environment and the rewards present there.
With a substantial amount of testing before initiating the
experimentation, one could find a more suitable balance
between the types and frequencies of rewards presented
to the player. More iterations of the testing environment
would limit the external factors such as potentially poor
game design decisions; this would, in turn, generate more
reliable data.

With an unlimited amount of time and resources, one
could design and implement an entirely separate game built
upon the idea of different levels of rewards and conduct
tests using that game. A separate game would result in a
more dynamic and flexible testing environment unclouded
by player expectations and other issues already present in
Fallout 4 and the Creation Kit. The somewhat limited script-
ing language(Papyrus) and the gamebryo engine restricts
the testing due to its inability to perform specific actions.
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APPENDIX

Appendix A

Fig. 3. Cheat-sheet

Fig. 4. Displaying section 1. This area is a small introduction area for the
player with trivial enemies.

Fig. 5. Displaying section 2. This section is the location of the first boss
and the crossroads between the different sections.
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Fig. 6. Displaying section 3. This Section is the location of the second
boss and some very powerful rewards, also unlocks further exploration.

Fig. 7. Displaying This section is the location of the final boss and the
conclusion of the main quest and some optional quests.
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Appendix B

Fig. 8. Displaying the main quest inside Creation Kit.

Fig. 9. Displaying the collection side quest inside Creation Kit.

Fig. 10. Displaying the Ghoul side quest inside Creation Kit.
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Fig. 11. Displaying the second boss room with quest progress.

Fig. 12. Displaying Power Armor.

Fig. 13. Displaying how the Synth side quest starts.
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Fig. 14. Displaying feedback message when killing Ghouls.

Fig. 15. Displaying feedback message when picking up a gold bar.
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